
 

Different strokes: How Rafael and Tiger hit
the top of their games
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Much of Rafael Nadal’s success can be attributed to junior practice techniques.
Credit: Flickr/Carine06

As Rafael Nadal moves into the Australian Open semi-finals after
beating Grigor Dimitrov yesterday afternoon, it's a good opportunity to
think about how he reached his champion status and compare him with
another champ, Tiger Woods.

Both are world number one in their respective sports, of course, and it is
common knowledge that they've both spent endless hours mastering their
skills.
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http://www.ausopen.com/en_AU/players/overview/atpn409.html
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http://www.optimumtennis.net/rafael-nadal-training.htm


 

But what the two also share is the particular way that they practised their
skills during childhood – and this could be an overlooked secret of their
success.

Shots in the dark

Two weeks ago I was fortunate enough to listen to Rafael Nadal's coach,
Toni Nadal, talk at the Tennis Australia Coaches' Conference. He spoke
of Rafa's junior days, detailing stories of how he practised.

Interestingly, Toni emphasised how he never wanted Rafa to focus on
the outcome of his shots as he simply wanted Rafa to develop the innate
feel of striking the ball with fast racquet speed.

In other words, he removed outcome feedback from practice.

Similarly – in a story that has become sporting folklore – Tiger Woods
used to practice hitting golf balls in the dark, restricting any visual
feedback on the outcome of each shot.

This practice technique may have facilitated Tiger's unbelievable feel for
striking the ball so consistently well.

What's the evidence?

Since then, research by Professor Rich Masters and the late Dr Jon
Maxwell has shown how the removal of outcome feedback during
practice encourages implicit motor learning, which is to say that the skill
is acquired with little to no conscious awareness of the skill's mechanics.

Learning in such a manner appears to fast-track an athletes' route to
expertise with stable performance when under pressure or in a fatigued
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http://www.tennis.com.au/coaches/conference/speakers
http://www.castonline.ilstu.edu/smith/405/readings_pdf/maxwell.pdf
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1053810003000059
http://www.ausport.gov.au/sportscoachmag/coaching_processes/implicit_learning_an_alternative_approach_to_instruction


 

state.

Put simply, when feedback about the outcome of performance is
removed, the athlete is unable to consciously assess their movement
patterns in relation to the skill outcome. Consequently, the skill of
striking the ball is acquired implicitly.

Of course this method of practice does have potential downfalls, as,
ultimately, outcomes are very important in competitive sport.

It is also possible the removal of outcome feedback could lead to the
performer directing their attention internally, which in effect, could lead
to the opposite of implicit learning (explicit learning) – but it seems
likely that this did not occur with Tiger and Rafa.

Explicit learning involves the acquisition of a skill via conscious
processes. Motor skills are typically acquired in this manner (particularly
in adults) either due to the athlete consciously exploring their movements
or because a coach has provided verbal instructions regarding the
athlete's technique.

While this style of learning does generate improvements, it often leads to
a breakdown in performance under pressure.

Error minimisation techniques

Toni Nadal also spoke of another training method employed with Rafa:
when Rafa practised his weaker strokes, Toni ensured that he never hit
too many balls continuously.

This may at first seem counter-intuitive, as repetition is the main
ingredient for acquiring any motor skill. But Toni argued that more
repetitions were accompanied by more errors, leading Rafa to become
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https://phys.org/tags/implicit+learning/
http://www.cognitiveatlas.org/concept/explicit_learning
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.2044-8295.1992.tb02446.x/abstract


 

more conscious of his movements and experience lowered confidence
levels as a result.

The findings from Professor Masters, Dr Maxwell and their colleagues
seem to validate this technique. Skills are learnt implicitly when errors
are minimised during practice.

When fewer errors are made, the likelihood of an athlete becoming
conscious about their movements is reduced. Thus, by practising the
weaker shots in shorter bouts with fewer repetitions, it was less likely
that Rafa would become conscious of his mistakes.

It appears that Toni Nadal was very clever with his practice methods,
which ultimately assisted the implicit acquisition of tennis skills for
Rafa.

It would be interesting to know whether Tiger also adopted "error-
reduced" practice during his childhood, but it would not surprise me if
he did, even if it was done incidentally.

These subtle practice techniques that encourage implicit learning are
now being applied to other domains such as the teaching of surgery skills
. Fingers crossed that the surgeons learning via these techniques develop
the expertise equivalent to that of Rafa and Tiger, or preferably even
better than any sports star!

This story is published courtesy of The Conversation (under Creative
Commons-Attribution/No derivatives).
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